everybody

should travel with the

HWTA

Travel Edge

water energiser
for better

health

Australia, home to fresh water innovators Healthy Water
Technologies Australia, is the driest inhabited continent on
earth, much of which is semi – arid or desert. So it should
come as no surprise that the team at HWTA are so passionate
about water quality its sustainability and supply.
We are committed to providing easy, affordable access to delicious,
clean healthy water via our revolutionary range of maintenance free
water energisers to people worldwide.
HWTA is at the forefront of new scientific research and development
of products that deliver the very best quality water for taste, health,
hydration, irrigation and bathing. Rigorous testing and quality control
adherence ensure that only the very best performing, environmentally
beneficial products are selected by HWTA for ongoing manufacture
and distribution.
We proudly stand behind every life enhancing healthy water product in
our range and would be delighted to provide you with more information
and the world’s best sales and service. We’d love to hear from you!

6/33 Shore Street West, Cleveland, Qld 4163

Ph: +61 (0) 7 3286 6866
FAX: +61 (0) 7 3286 7056

PO Box 8057 Cleveland, Qld 4163
1300 112 220

info@hwta.com.au | www.hwta.com.au
Healthy-Water-Technologies-Australia

Dr. Alan Hadley
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Proud distributors of: HWTA Water Energisers
• Home Edge • Commercial Edge • Travel Edge
• Pool Edge • HWTA Filters • HWTA Accessories

Whilst every step has been taken to ensure the information contained in this brochure is correct at
the time of printing it is of a general nature and is intended for guidance only. HWTA advises that
intending purchasers should make their own inquiries and investigations to satisfy themselves and
not rely on anything stated or suggested in this brochure and accepts no liability in this regard.

TRAVELedge
Kinetic Water Energiser

The world’s

best tasting

& healthiest

water on tap

whereveryou are.

™

From Ironbark Creek to Istanbul
you’ll always have fresh, healthy
energised water on tap.

Energised / structured water is
now being widely recognised
as the holy grail of water
solutions and the Travel Edge
Kinetic Water Energiser uses
advanced technologies
and quantum physics to
provide you with endless
supplies of delicious
tasting, energised water.
The Travel Edge from Healthy Water
Technologies Australia is a ‘go anywhere,
anytime’ water energiser that delivers soft, odour
free delicious tasting energised water on demand
wherever you are. Ideal for use when travelling, boating,
caravanning and is the ideal solution for renters or just
about anybody who simply can’t live without immediate
access to and endless supply of fresh, healthy energised
water wherever they may be.

• Maintenance Free • Anywhere, anytime • Neutralise toxins • Faster more efficient hydration

It is a maintenance free device that never needs costly
filter replacements. Scientific research has proven that
energised water promotes better health and wellbeing.
Energised water is known to help eliminate toxins in
the body, facilitate more rapid and efficient hydration
and neutralise fluoride and chlorine deposits that are
inherent in most supplied
water systems.
Simply attach the HWTA Travel
Edge to any shower or tap
anywhere, anytime and enjoy
the peace of mind that comes
with the sweet taste and feel
of safe energised water. Live
water that tastes better and is
better for you.

